Ethiopian Community Activists

Conference for Current Affairs Program
One of the most interesting and important lessons in school is current affairs. Students
read news articles at home, find information about the news on the Internet, present the
articles to the entire class, express their opinions, learn to take part in a discussion and
acquire knowledge on a wide range of topics. Sixth‐graders proposed to hold a day
dedicated entirely to current affairs and thus led by Amit Botbul, one the school’s teachers
the Neve Hof Conference for Current Affairs was created, and it was one of the most
exciting events of the year. Leading social activities and journalists in Israel, came to the
school to talk to us about the issues on the Israeli Agenda. The students asked questions
and expressed their views on diverse topics.

Feminist Activists

Theater Production ‐ Rumpelstilzchen
The fifth graders at Neve Hof school have studied jointly Language studies and Theater.
The students read the play Rumpelstilzchen (written in high language), learned unfamiliar
words, wrote stories in which they inserted the words they learned, learned about the
characters, and wrote about the lives of the characters outside the play. Throughout their
study of the play, they learned language strategies and that significantly improved their
language abilities. Simultaneously, volunteering mothers met the Theater teacher to
produce together the play. The students took part as actors and the show itself was open
to all neighborhood residents and as a Community Theater project and was presented to
330 people.

The show’s poster

Third grade Intel Tour
The school’s third grade decided to focus on women in
science and high‐tech and went on a tour in Intel. Here
are the words of one of the parents who joined the tour:
“The Intel tour today gave the kids a rare look into
technology production, seeing how to produce
computer components, phones and more... and see
where science can take them. The peak of the visit was
watching some of the vast and sterile production hall. It
was like a futuristic movie with robots moving parts
between production workers in closed suits. The tour
was excellent and relevant to 21st century students.”

Fourth grade Field Trip
Hadas, fourth grade teacher: “Over the past
month, fourth grade students were divided
into trip preparation teams: track activities
team, water team, bus activities team,
morale team, bonuses team and navigation
team. The teams worked before and during
the trip, making the trip an unforgettable
experience. Together, we crawled through
the caves of ‘Hirbat Burgin’, introduced the
story of David and Goliath in ‘Tel Ezka’ and
marveled at the flora and fauna of this
valley.

Crafts Workshops First – Sixth Grades in Ramat Eliyaho Art
Studios

Crafts Workshops First – Sixth Grades in
Sixth Grade Visit to the Supreme Court
Ramat Eliyaho Art Studios
The visit was after a year‐long Law Studies program in collaboration with the Law Department at the College of
Management. The purpose of the tour was to gain experience of one of the places that make the most important
decisions for our lives in Israel. The students learned how the character of the Supreme Court and the values it stands
for are expressed in its architecture. The students enjoyed a staged trial that they conducted, argued and judged, and
even entered to watch a real trial.

Athletics Sports Competition
Purim Happening ‐ Drumming and Rhythm workshops

Sixth Grade Visit to the
Supreme Court

First graders – Arts Workshop.
First graders – Arts Workshops
Finding
shapes in clouds
Finding shapes in clouds

Radio Workshop – Podcast Production
During the year, 30 fifth and six graders took part in Radio workshops. They were
accompanied by Alona Illuz, a radio broadcaster and a social activist and produced their
own Podcast (short audio content) on diverse topics. In the process they learned how
to interview, produce a story, search for materials and radio delivery. The podcasts
produced are: An interview with Clara, the principle; Animal abuse and rights`
Cyberbullying; “Green House” series review; An interview with Yael, the Counselor; An
interview with Yuval, the Janitor.

